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Abstract-Intrusion detection and response systems (IPSs) for
protecting against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks
will beneflit significantly if all the routers within each autonomous
system (AS) are capable of detection and response in addition to
sampling. However, DDoS detection and response will incur high
storage and processing overhead if each router does redundant
detection and response tasks. Many overlay communication
protocols have been introduced in the literature to achieve
coordination among the routers but they generally have high
communication overheads. Furthermore, DDoS detection and
response requires that all the flows intended to the same
destination be analyzed together in order to efficiently capture
the correlation between them. In order to do that,, current
approaches centrally collect all the sampled data and analyze
them, which also increases the communication overhead. In this
paper, we present a collaborative approach to distribute the
sampling, detection, and response responsibilities among all the
routers within the AS in such a way that each router can detect
and respond to DDoS attacks. Our proposed approach achieves
coordination among all the routers in the network to eliminate
redundant sampling, detection, and response tasks without
exploiting any specific communication protocol. We propose an
optimal assignment of disjoint flows to each of the routers within
the ASs in such a way that all the flows destined for the same host
will be sampled, analyzed, and properly responded at the same
router. Each router can thus capture the correlation between
flows destined for a specific destination.
Keywvords-Network security; Intrusion detection systems; DDoS
attacks;dIistributed IDS; collaborativeIDS
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literature based on two intrusion prevention systems, motl
host-based IPS (HIPS) and network-based IPS (NIPS) [1[2
[3]. HIPSs are deployed on end-hosts, either source (Souce
side) or destination (Destination -side) of the attack. Sourcesd
detection and response approaches such as ingress filtering[]
D-WARD [5], and MULTOPS [6] can take place at eithereg
routers of the local network or access routers of an ASta
connect to the subscribers' edge routers [1]. Source-side'HP,
aim to detect and filter the attack traffic but they areno
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required to capture all the traffic fr-om all the distriue
sources to the victim. Second, it is difficult to differntit
legitimate and DDoS attack traffic at the sources, sincth
volume of the traffic is not big enough and traffic nl
aggregates at the points close to destinations. Although D
WARD can generate filtering rules at the source, it consue
more memory space and CPU cycles than some NIP!s[]
Hence, source-side HIPSs are not effective against Do
attacks.
In the destination-side HIPSs, detection will be done motl
at the destination and the response will be initiated n
distributed to other nodes by the victim. There existvaiu
destination-side approaches where detection and responsre
either at the edge routers or access routers o h
AS. In the first kind of destination -side deteto
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undesirable traffic. Packet filtering approaches are completely
dependent on attackers' power, and when it increases, filters
become ineffective and they cannot properly be installed. The
forth kind of destination-side approaches is capability approach
[15] that lets the destination explicitly authorize the traffic it
0
desires to receive (e.g. Portcullis [16], TVA [17], and SIFF
[18]). Senders obtain the capabilities, which are short-term
authorizations, from the receivers and put a stamp on their
packets. However, granting capabilities is an important
challenge which is addressed by the source authentication
system on recent proposals (e.g. Passport [19] TVA+ [13]).
Nevertheless, when attackers can get capabilities fromthtseicroe.
0
colluders, the capability approaches are ineffective [20].
Most of the HIPSs are not capable of detecting and
responding to the attack traffic properly. They cannot
accurately detect and respond to the attack at the source or stop
the attack before it reaches the victims. Therefore, NIPSs
propose to address this problem and to help HIPSs to do their
job accurately. NIPSs are deployed inside the networks, e.g., on
the routers [7]. Detecting attack traffic and creating proper
response to stop it at the routers is an ideal goal for networkbased approaches. However, it incurs high storage and
processing overhead at the routers if each router does
redundant detection and response through the path to the
destination, which can present a significant burden. Various
researchers have proposed different approaches to reduce the
amount of storage and consumption of CPU cycles for
detection and response at the routers (e.g. Bloom filters [7]
[21], Packet sampling [22], etc.) but these approaches are not
sufficient when routers still do redundant jobs. Moreover,
reducing the amount of redundant detection and response
between the routers requires coordination among them. Various
communication protocols [1] have been proposed to coordinate
attack detection and response. However, NIPSs that have been
proposed thus far are not very effective and efficient because
they incur huge communications overhead. The lack of
adequate bandwidth during DDoS attacks may limit the
protocol for communications and cause NIPSs to fail.
Furthermore, one of the most important ways to detect DDoS
attack is to find the correlation between different flows
intended to the same destination. Current NIPSs are capable of
finding this correlation either at the destination or central ly at
each of the ASs on the path. The former cannot detect and
respond early enough to prevent resource consumption along
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Consequently, each router within the AS can sape,
analyze, and respond to DDoS attacks, as nea( a
possible to the source and before attack flows getna
the destination; hence, reducing the amounto
ineffective resource consumption.
There are approaches in the literature in which victimscn
effectively stop DDoS attacks after perfect detection (e.g. AT
[14], Stop-it [13]). Our contribution will facilitateths
app roaches in such a way that, responsible routers on apt
can sample, detect and stop the attacks in addition t h
victims' system and more importantly earlier than that.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Secto2
discusses related work. Section 3 describes our propse
collaborative intrusion detection and response design. Secto(
shows our simulation experiments and results. Sectio
concludes the paper and presents possible future directions
11.
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Fig. 1. Collaborative Intrusion Detection and Response Approach.

The optimization engine of CSamp uses the traffic matrix
and the routing information as an input in each sampling period
to compute the optimized distribution of sampling
responsibilities among allI the routers within the AS. The output
of the optimization engine is then translated into sampling
manifests or a list of hash ranges for each flow and then
manifests are sent to all the routers within the AS.
The idea of reducing duplicate measurements in the
network has been introduced earlier in [21]. CSamp adds two
features to the idea of [21]. First, CSamp considers resource
constraints on the routers. Second, CSamp uses hash-based
sampling to obtain coordination among all the routers within
the AS without any explicit communication.
CSamp has some limitations for an ideal NIPS:
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to sampling the traffic among all the routers in a path(wti
the AS). Similar to CSanip, we do not exploit any speii
communication protocol to achieve coordination amongalth
routers toward eliminating redundant sampling, detectionad
response tasks. Furthermore., to address the second limitatino
CSamip, we cover all the flows within the AS in our apprac
by relaxing the router constraints. We believe that witth
development of fast memory, better processing capacityan
israsnbe.aHoweve, welplant
tt thear routers'
contraitsecren of
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exten orapoach in future to consider and explore hs
cosritanthrefcsonurdiginep.
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COLLABORATIVE APPROACH To FACILITATE
INTRUSION DETECTION AND RESPONSE

In this section, we present our proposed scheme; Figue1

illustrates the overall idea of the scheme.

center/s so that it/they can update the responsibility lists

SymbolMeng

Total number offlows int path i with the DesI

promptly for future sampling periods.
Routing information will also be updated through flow-eqa
based monitors such as OSPF monitor [24]. For clarity of our
design, we will first describe the assumptions we make, then

o
Total niumber of'flows hinpaht

________
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number of flows ini all the paths

we present our setup process to provide data needed to feed to_________________
R
our assignment/optimization problem we formulate below and

Set qf all the routers

finally the network-wide assignment/optimization formulation

Set of all the routers lie oni path
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A. Assumptions
We make the following assumptions in our design:
"

enttire DestlPs withini the AS

llTotal

tuwuber of DestIPs withini the AS

All the routers within each AS can detect the destination

P

Set of all the paths withini die AS

flooding attacks, depending on the number of correlated
flows they can sample. There are several approaches
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proposed in the literature to detect DDoS attacks at theDe
router level [7]. Although ASs closer to the victim will
catch more attack flows to have more accurate detection,
we believe it is possible and more efficient to detect
some of those flows and stop them earlier at ASs closer
to the source.
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The traffic matrix and the routing information of the
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network are available to the ASs.
Flow sizes are the same for all the flows in ourpahhiwchruekapas
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approach. As we mentioned earlier, we also relaxed the
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Our approach facilitates detection approaches to cover
destination flooding attacks. We do not cover link
flooding in our current version.

B. Setup)Process
Table I lists the notations used to describe the design of our
approach. We will also define them when we refer to them for
the first time. There are five sets that should be initialized as
the inputs for the assignment/optimization formulation in the

centers of the AS. Set of all the routers (R), all the paths (P),

Total number offlows assignied to the routr

Total load
Balanced load

Toa ibrof
Ttliubr(Withini

flows / Total number of'rotr
the AS)

The set of all the routers which occur in at least twopah
(Rco"`?1l11 ) can be found through a pseudo code given -in'Fiur
2.
TABLE 1.
TBE1.

and the entire destination INs (DestlPs) (J) are directly
TBEI.
available through the traffic matrix and the routing information.
As we mentioned earlier, each OD-pair is characterized by its
Path
router level path i and the number ni of IP flows of that path in
each measurement duration (e.g. five minutes). Each path i, haspahi('
I
a sett of rouiters Ri (Ri C: R), that lie on it. Each flow has a
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element of Des presents the number of paths in which DestiP]
appears.

Algorithm for Generatingset of R""'no

C. Assignment/Optimization Formulation
Our objective is to minimize the gap between the load, o
all the routers within the AS and the balanced ideal load.W
define the balanced ideal load as follows:
TABLE Ill.

THE PARAMETER VALUES FOR 10 REAL-WORLD TOPOLGE

1. for each router kERdo
AS #

LkO

2.

3. end for
4. for each path p EP do
for each router k in path p do
5.
Lk ++
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end for
7.
8.
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end for
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end if
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Desi=0

end for
for each pathpEP do
for each DestiP]in path p do
Des 1 ++
end for

8. end for
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end if

13. end for
Fig. 3.
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Here, we briefly explain each of the constraints in our LP
formulation.
Ensures that for each path and all DestiPs of the flows
thtoccur in at least two paths., all those flows with the
thate DestIP should be assigned to exactly one of the
common routers, i.e. flows with the same DestiP cannot
be split among common routers.
This constraint ensures that all the flows' DestlPs of all
the paths will be assigned to the routers lie on that
particular path. This constraint at the same time ensures
that all the flows with the same DestIP will be assigned
to exactly one router, and cannot be split among
common routers.

(4)

(5)

(6)

It ensures that flows with the same DestIP in different
paths will be assigned to only one of the common
routers of those paths.

(7)

This constraint ensures that all the flows of the
particular path will be assigned to the routers on that
path. In other words, the total number of flows in a
particular path that are being assigned to the different
routers should be the same as the total number of flows
in that path.

(8)

This constraint enables us to avoid a nonlinear objective
function that includes absolute values; we impose these
constraints using the variables defined in (9) so that the
resltig iner.formulation.
ormlatonis
Z4, Z' are two positive variables we defined for each
router k to implement absolute function in our objective
function (i.e. these variables are used to liberalize the
objective function of the model).

(9)

(10)
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Then it assigns all the remaining flows to other routers wti
the AS in such a way that it satisfies the load balancn
objective which is to minimize the gap between the loads o l

the routers within the AS and the balanced ideal load.
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Sample run of our assignment/optimization formulation

chancesarertoas thoe flostiwaith the sames destinatione
sini
the ommonignthsflwwihheam
toace
tthcomnrouters. Hence, there might be no commo
router among all the paths to the same destination at the ~
closer to the source. In that case, our approach just fulfil h
load balancing objective and assigns all the flows evnl
among all the routers within those ASs. As we mentoe
earlier, it is still worth to detect a fraction of attack flowand
stop them earlier at ASs closer to the source.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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We have also increased the number of common DestiPs in
each topology in our measurement, in order to see if it affects
the performance of our approach drastically. The outcome of
our measurements showed that the number of common DestlPs,
does not affect the performance of our approach.
THE TIME FEASIBILITY FOR 3 REAL-WORLD TOPOLOGIES
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